Product and maintenance efficiency by applying a new concept for pinch-roll change
Focus on the rolling and processing industries
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Siemens VAI Metals Technologies now is able to offer hot-strip mill operators a new method for changing the pinch rolls in the down coiler. The pinch-roll unit, designed as a quick-exchange cassette, can be replaced within just ten minutes without additional interruption of production. This saves up to eight hours typically required by applying conventional solutions. The rolls can be cleaned and refurbished offline, thereby enhancing strip quality and personnel safety. This capability of rapid pinch roll design furthermore reduces maintenance time and increases yield.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The pinch-roll quick-exchange unit was developed to enable the change of pinch rolls during production within approximately 10 minutes. Today’s operational challenge is to guarantee best possible strip surface quality. Therefore material deposited on the surface of pinch rolls during strip coiling which negatively affects the strip surface must be removed periodically by means of hand grinding by the line operators. Additionally production loss occurs due to unscheduled changes of damaged pinch rolls which typically occur several times a year and take up to 8 hours each. These activities are posing significant physical risk to the operators.

**NEW GENERATION EXCHANGE CONCEPT**

Equipped with this knowledge and in dialogue with our customers, Siemens VAI sought to improve product, processes and safety, resulting in a new generation of pinch roll exchange system introduced at METEC 2011 in Düsseldorf.

Since the changing process can be done during the production phase or within a work roll change, pinch-roll change is no longer based on a maintenance shutdown but on product requirements such as material grades and surface requirements. As the grinding of a damaged roll can be done offline, the safety of plant personnel increases significantly, and the service life of the rolls is improved through optimized grinding intervals. Optional automatic detection of roll surface or fully automatic roll changing by an integrated manipulator is even furthermore enhancing the flexibility of this quick exchange concept.

**GENERAL FUNCTION OF PINCH ROLL UNITS**

The pinch-roll unit is located upstream the down coiler. The torque required for strip bending and tension is generated by two separate motors for the top roll and the bottom roll. The main function of the pinch rolls is feeding the strip-head end to the down coiler and building up the tension necessary during coiling by distributing strip tension between the last active hot strip mill stand and the mandrel of the coiler.

The contact pressure of the top roll against the bottom roll is adjusted to ensure that the tensile forces set can be transmitted to the strip with the available friction without allowing the strip to slip. When the strip is in the coiler and in the finishing mill, the required back tension is provided.
both by the pinch roll and the last active finishing stand. After the strip-tail end has left the last active stand of the finishing train, the strip back tension is solely provided by the pinch-roll unit. For heavy gauge strip and/or small coils, the strip might not be in the coiler and finishing mill at the same time and therefore the pinch-roll unit will provide the full back tension throughout the coiling process (Figure 1).

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF PINCH-ROLL UNIT DEVELOPMENTS

First Generation of Pinch-Roll Unit

This widely used pinch-roll type was installed until the year 2000. With the first generation (Figure 2) of this equipment the pinch-roll exchange requires up to eight hours.

Design

The top pinch-roll unit is positioned on the top frame and is free to move. Two hydraulic cylinders adjust the roll gap, generate strip contact force and strip tension. It is time consuming and dangerous to turn the heavy top frame with the bay crane by 180 degrees which is necessary to change the top and bottom pinch-roll (Figure 3).

Second Generation of Pinch-Roll Unit

The second generation (Figure 4) of pinch-roll units was installed since the year 2000. Pinch-roll changes performed with the second generation of this equipment require between three and five hours.

Design

The top pinch-roll is screwed to the top frame. The complete frame, including the fixed pinch-roll, can be raised and lowered. Two hydraulic cylinders adjust the roll gap, generate strip contact force and strip tension. To steer the strip, different cylinder forces are applied. The exchange of the top (Figure 5) and bottom (Figure 6) pinch rolls remains time-consuming and dangerous. For access to both rolls, the heavy top frame including the upper pinch roll assembly has to be removed by means of the bay crane. Additional costs occur as an operational exchange set, consisting of a top roll unit connected to the top frame, is needed.

Third Generation: The New Pinch-Roll Quick-Exchange Unit from Siemens VAI

The latest innovation, the pinch-roll quick-exchange unit (Figure 7), was developed to enable the change of pinch rolls in hot-strip mills within 10 minutes only. For the first time pinch-roll change is independent from a maintenance shutdown.
With an innovative cassette system the changing process can be done at any time preferably within a work roll change in the finishing train, based on product requirements such as material grades and surface requirements. First installations of two units are already scheduled at a leading North American producer.

**Design**

Both pinch rolls are placed in a cassette. The exchange cassette, combined with an innovative mounting system, precisely positions the pinch rolls in the pinch-roll unit. Due to the full automatic opening and lock off function the pinch roll change is performed by the bay crane in a very short time – only about 10 minutes.

**Main Benefits**

For the first time it is possible to exchange the complete roll set, consisting of upper and lower pinch rolls based on product requirements, anytime which leads to the following benefits:

- Opportunity to change the rolls according to higher strip-surface requirements e.g. to thin gauges (automotive grades)
- Opportunity to flexibly react on production requirements, like checker plate rolling, short-term during production process by exchange of pinch rolls (che-
ckered strip surface damages the roll surface)

- Opportunity to easily align pinch rolls with strip-material properties in order to avoid strip surface defects and decrease wear on rollers
- Opportunity to improve strip-surface quality due to the possibility of exchanging used rolls by perfectly refurbished rolls anytime.
- Increased yield by gaining additional production time due to
  - shorter unscheduled changes (e.g. damaged pinch rolls) and
  - elimination of provisional manual inline grinding
- Grinding of damaged roll surfaces can solely be done offline which eliminates existing significant personal safety risks resulting from manual inline grinding activities.
- Highest safety standards due to fully automatic opening and lock off function are ensured.
- Increased roll life time due to elimination of preventive roll exchange and grinding.
- Perfectly reconditioned pinch rolls are provided by a roll refurbishment station (Figure 8) with free access for pinch roll inspection and safe conditioning work.
- Reduction of existing operational costs for staff and bay crane due to
  - Elimination of operational costs for manual inline...
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CONCLUSION

Siemens VAI is currently making tremendous research and development efforts to support its customers utilizing the latest available technologies enabling higher plant availability to be achieved. With the new pinch-roll quick-exchange unit, Siemens VAI proves once again being a pioneer in developing safe products which improve daily operations and maintenance business of its customers.

Additional Equipment

Roll refurbishment and preparation station
The roll refurbishment and preparation station (Figure 9) can be used for all assembly and disassembly activities together with roll-surface enhancement activities like cleaning and grinding.

Compared to the first and second generation of pinch-roll units, where cleaning and grinding activities have to be done inline exposing the operator to extrem physical hazards, the third generation offers the opportunity for safe and high-quality offline roll refurbishment. A manually controlled rotary drive (Figure 9) enables to turn the rolls.

Fully automatic roll-change manipulator
The task of this manipulator (Figure 10) is the fully automatic roll change between grinding activities

- Elimination of operational costs for scheduled pinch-roll changes during shut down
- Tremendous reduction of operational costs for unscheduled pinch-roll change.

Efficienza di produzione e manutenzione mediante un nuovo concetto di sostituzione dei rulli pressori

Parole chiave: Laminazione - Impianti

Siemens VAI Metals Technologies offre agli operatori di laminatoi per nastri a caldo un nuovo metodo per cambiare i rulli pressori nell’aspo inferiore. L’unità di rulli pressori, concepita come una cassetta di sostituzione rapida, può essere sostituita in soli dieci minuti senza ulteriore interruzione della produzione. Ciò consente di risparmiare fino a otto ore, che sono generalmente necessarie quando si applicano soluzioni convenzionali. I rulli possono essere puliti e ripristinati off-line, migliorando così la qualità dei nastri e la sicurezza del personale. Questa possibilità di sostituzione rapida dei rulli riduce anche i tempi di manutenzione e aumenta il rendimento dell’impianto.